
More Than Field Data Capture On A Tablet

P2 Field Operator combines P2’s industry-leading field data capture and operations management software 
with mobile capabilities to simplify field operators’ daily challenges of managing large portfolios of wells and 
equipment, and remote operations. The solution enables quick data validation, image capture, and seamless 
collaboration between the field and back office.

By bridging the gap between the field and back office and connecting all the key stakeholders, P2 Field 
Operator allows operators to reduce deferments and improve operational efficiencies by identifying and 
reporting production problems faster. In fact, studies show 
that with P2 Field Operator, time spent on field data capture 
and reporting activities can be reduced by 40% or more.

Operators enjoy the solution’s simple navigation, interactive 
route-facility and stop-battery totals, easy-to-interpret 
graphs, and color-coded variances – all integrated with 
industry-standard calculations. P2 Field Operator also 
features seamless data capture, liquid inventory and run 
ticket management, automation/SCADA integration, 
quick access to transactions like well tests and run tickets 
from anywhere in the system, and fast and secure data 
synchronization.

Why P2 Field Operator?

• Centralize commentary across assets and transactions

• Eliminate management of paper run tickets

• Leverage your investments in automation and SCADA

• Fast adoption

• Low cost of ownership

• Reliable in low-bandwidth areas

• Supported by people who understand field operations
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Contact P2 Energy Solutions, info@p2energysolutions.com, for more information or for a demonstration.

EMPOWERING THE PEOPLE WHO POWER THE WORLD

P2 Field Operator was created by the 
same team that developed P2 eVIN, 

which is trusted by more than 20,000 
field operators around the world.

Pumping By Exception Made Possible

Pumping by exception requires surveillance by exception. 
When combined with P2’s Operational Intelligence 
capabilities, P2 Field Operator gives operators the insights 
needed to prioritize tasks and routes – in other words, to 
pump by exception. For example, if two wells are down at the 
same time, pumpers can quickly decide which one to attend 
to first based on surveillance rules that monitor the collected 
data and initiate alerts. Operators can then deviate from the 
prescribed route if need be and focus on the wells that need 
more urgent attention.

An Industry Tradition

P2 Field Operator was created by the same team that 
developed P2 eVIN, which is used by more than 20,000 
field operators globally. Built on the same foundation as 
the industry-leading P2 Merrick production solution for 
hydrocarbon accounting and reporting, P2 Field Operator 
is designed to meet field operation needs anywhere in the 
world – onshore and offshore, in unconventional plays as well 
as conventional ones.
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